Historical events continue. GO PUBLIC on your New World Society UNIocracy.com using eVote.ONE to pass judgment on ALL criminals and forever remove ALL politics with solutionGovernment.com. Refusals prevent the seizure of trillions of $$$ of criminal assets and rebuild of your new world. Today, I am back at the Governor board member legislative session with VP Melvin Boy Vargas JR and a packed gallery of 50 people. Clearview Cable TV does the recording. The absolute first agenda is the 2016 versus 2017 budge approvals that prevent the progression of their normal business activities. Most of the attendees are regional top officials with about 20 students in attendance.

The DIRECT FUNDING of their entire country is easy to see as coming from foreign mission teams, NGOs, and investors who see that Paradise of Philippines is right here. So, so many blinded fools, hypocrits, bigots, racists, and criminal broad of vipers from Matthew Chapter 23 2,000 years ago are the true satanic barriers to fearlessly protecting the rights of all others. I met with Congressman Randy Ting on Tuesday at the Presidents Information Agency TV recorded broadcast and just spoke with his brother BM Halorio Larry Ting and his sister Malia sitting on the back row of the BM 4 desks. The 10 am meeting starts at 10:45, typical of almost every meeting I attend here. We call this Philippine Time Zone. Others would call it the ‘Twilight Zone’

The absolute #1 issue world wide is funding. They adjorn at 11:15 since they can NOT conduct business at all without an approved budget and they do NOT have an agenda. This is a crime, plain and simple since no one planned for this meeting and addressed the issues. Now they award the resolutions of Commendations. Pataya elementary School, Solana spelling. Sponsor Rodrigo C De Asis. Only Vilmer Volia comes back to the audience to briefly speak with us.

I take key photos of the acknowledged recipients of awards at elementary, university levels including a few of their top educator professor teachers. Brother Francisco S. Conag Public School district supervisor near Piat. PIA is also here and district regional directors. I asked him to contact Region 2 Dept of Education Estella Carino and PR Ferninda Narcisco cell 917-741-7154 who have all personally experienced the technology mastermind of what I have gifted humanity. PRU Tug office Ms. Blancard.

DPWH is Dept of Public Works and Highways Eng Nerie Bueno, Eng Paltep is landline 078-304-2696 Committee discussions are now about the Proposed Tuguegarao Solana Bridge Buntun and approaches. Traffic bottlenecks are a common congestive humanity problem worldwide. Solved with original FrogLeft.com and FixHOV.com to minimize backups and routing algorithms with queuing theory I perfected starting 40 years ago at NCSU, Raleigh NC. I personally delivered turnOffLights.com to them for 3 long days on May 5, 2014 on my way back from Wash the Sin out of Washington International RALLY demonstrations broadcast on Youtube.com.

They show a map of a proposed new bridge located north of Buntun bridge costing 1.2 million Pesos per linear meter. 3.175 Radial Linear (x100) = ?.3 km is 1.9 Billion pesos total cost. They speak about the road projects. This ties 100% into the video I took just yesterday at the Concrete plant located near PIA who have 5.4 cubic meter concrete trucks. The owner is also completing his next hotel near UNITOP shopping mall and the UV Express terminals that are also a huge congestive mess.

Their clear cut answer is free public trolley bus service throughout the city. This eliminates the internal 5,000 tricycles (motorcycles with sidecars), the Vans that are banned from the inner city area. They must create bus terminal facilities on the fringes of their outer by-pass road system as most people are commuters from the surrounding 30 km radius. Johnathan CamCam of RebuildCagayan.PH claims he is raising funding for 5 prime new bridges over River Cagayan.
The immediate solution are to get new ferry boats known as ‘Higgins’ Boats that operate in shallow water as roll-on roll-off for small vehicles and even farm animals. I visited TUG city hall Engineering office 5 days ago. They discuss using traffic manager police to resolve these traffic scheme conflicts.

They tried a new one-way traffic pattern on Dec 15, 2016 that was a huge disaster. No one could traverse downtown Tuguegaro city. Mila Ting spoke with her brother Congressman Randy Ting about the traffic spaghetti issue. In Atlanta GA, I-85 and I-285 is known as spaghetti junction where I lived 1982 forward.

Local Mayor(councilman) Victor Blanco is still discussing the traffic issues at 1 pm about public transportation. BM Mila Ting speaks about ordinances and asks about existing ways to address these topographic issues of commerce and trade. This is UNIocracy.com new world society already part of new self regulated new communities direct funded by Trillions of $$ in world assets seized from the criminal ruling elite using Interpol URLiDent.com and SolutionMilitary.com.

Engineer Reosolle? is the lady from local planning? Central office.
I remain beyond shocked and stunned that so much millions of manhours are wasted on these collective legislative meetings when the most obvious solutionFinal.com is direct funding. Then each government agency is the open public forum overseers of the ACTION to ensure all citizens receive the direct benefits of their very own assets. For back pocketing, pork belly, and criminal ruling elite actions re-actively and systematically drain GOD’s assets into their crime coffers like AgileLaw.com and FineHomeTechnologies #1 crime syndicates.

Exactly what are the MANDATES of law. The BM meeting closes at 1:50 pm.

I even just found a most critical email I sent to now Cobb County GA DA Berry Vic Reynolds and his response about my immediate call for Press Conference on the steps of Cobb County Courthouse in Sept 2011 regarding this most massive terrorist conspiracies showcased to entire world.

Files are: July7-2011Keith Duncan -settlement of all MPD and Cobb County issues. Offer to privately settle with Bashama.txt, BBK2011Summer-Critical videos re International FRAUD and RACKETEERING.NoraBeardsley-FBI-Public.txt, EVB0-20110511BerryVicReyolds-CriminalEvidence-Request status of Duncan vs Bashama. Police Report 01-2506 . arrest warrant 11-W-1555 copy.txt BBK2011AugBroadcastToAll-Re-RoseTerroristCabals-Critical videos re International FRAUD and RACKETEERING

### Monday and Tuesday Jan 9 and 10, 2017
The Citizen state is UNIocracy.com that overthrows and destroys the POLICE-Military state as I am now back at PNP for their Ethics Celebration today hosted by their regional Roman Catholic Bishop. I am in Cheavlie Ramos Iringan Press Corps Information office now with a young lady, Vivian from radio AM DZCV station who I visit mid day. I also interview with GMA station manager Oliver on top of Villa Biana hotel after speaking briefly again with RBC the local Cable TV news Network station.

The Citizen state is the only form of government and society where all taxpayers and shareholders control and manage all of their own leaders and lives. It is the utopia of a near perfect world and paradise promised by almost all religions and philosophers as well as those known as prophets, visionaries, and sages.
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At PIA Presidents Information Association office today attending new Congressman Randy Ting press conference. Tipon-Tipan sa PIA Ugnayan ng mamamayan at pamahalan. Program partners are RBC Cable and Clearview Cable TV systems. I am the guest speaker next Tuesday Jan 17, 2017 at 9 am as Oliver invited my
expertise just yesterday when I visited again with Jimmy Tabbu. I voice record on my iPad for rebroadcast, just like I broadcast to our entire world with off shelf OCTV part of eVote.one that changes the course of human history.

Randy speaks about supply and demand of labor as well as the existing legislative issues as the Congressional representative of all of Cagayan Valley Region 2. His father, ex mayor Delfin Ting, his sister Malia and brother Hillaro ‘Larry’ Ting all know Keith Duncan from my multiple coverage broadcasts of the Board Members under Vice Governor Melvin ‘Boy’ Vargas Jr. as well as direct interviews and visits to their hotel and government offices. Ex governor Melvin Vargas I met at his cock-fighting ring 4 weeks ago with Mr. Tabbu.

Randy speaks about minimum wage. Secretary of Labor Bello was here for the Peace talks with Archbishop Sergio Utleg and the communist party ‘Philippine National Party Front’ back in December 2016 that I also covered and broadcast.

DWPE is another panel journalist broadcaster who asks questions of Randy. The question answer session is mostly Philippine dialect of Tagalog with some English.

He speaks about NEDA –economic Development authority, Mary Anne Durrane who I have met. He states unemployment insurance program needs to be implemented. This is the WRONG direction as the most healthy economy needs NO unemployment at all. If one is healthy, they can easily earn a living once all corruption at government and corporate levels is reduced to near zero.

They speak about many of the economic issues including the extremely poor roads and transportation systems because NO taxFunding can be adequately raised and distributed to actually SERVE and PROTECT our people.

I have been beyond shocked and stunned for now over a decade that few people actually love and care for each other. Furthermore, fewer people have the intellectual capacity to solve their own issues to ensure they are adequately informed and educated to unify all of mankind. This is what I have done, years ago. This is YOUR new world society that totally destroys the satanic new world order created by the ROSEs and other criminal elite.

I close another day and chapter as there are truly no major or even minor world issues I have not solved and published to our world.